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part one The Elements of the Essay

1 Thesis

Helen Keller, The Most Important Day 32
The celebrated deaf and blind writer recalls her discovery of language.

James Lincoln Collier, Anxiety: Challenge by Another Name 37
“Accept anxiety as another name for challenge and you can accomplish wonders.”

Diane Yen-Mei Wong, Why “Model Minority” Doesn’t Fit 43
A murder in the Asian American community leads to a questioning of a “positive” stereotype.

2 Unity

Sandra Cisneros, My Name 50
A Chicana writer explores the many facets of her inherited name.

William Lutz, Life under the Chief Doublespeak Officer 53
An English professor protests the use of corporate jargon, lingo, and gobbledygook.

Gloria Naylor, The Meanings of a Word 59
In “meeting the word [nigger] head-on,” blacks have “rendered it impotent,” according to a prominent African American novelist.
3 Organization 65

Cherokee Paul McDonald, A View from the Bridge 69
An encounter with a young fisherman teaches the author a lesson in what it means to see.

Lynn Wenzel, Reach Out and Write Someone 75
“One of the many talents lost in this increasingly technological age is that of putting pen to paper in order to communicate with family, friends, and lovers.”

Eudora Welty, The Corner Store 80
A novelist describes a cherished place from her childhood.

4 Beginnings and Endings 85

Michael T. Kaufman, Of My Friend Hector and My Achilles Heel 92
A newspaper reporter reveals his “prejudice and stupidity” in this essay about his relationship with a childhood friend.

Kirby W. Stanat, How to Take a Job Interview 97
An employment recruiter offers tips for students entering the workforce.

Isaac Asimov, Intelligence 103
The brilliant scientist and writer reflects on intelligence standards, his own IQ, and his auto mechanic.

Ruth Russell, The Wounds That Can’t Be Stitched Up 107
A student writer recalls a life-changing automobile accident involving her mother.

5 Paragraphs 112

William Zinsser, Simplicity 116
“The secret of good writing,” according to this expert, “is to strip every sentence to its cleanest components.”

Mike Rose, “I Just Wanna Be Average” 123
A former student pays tribute to a high school teacher who inspired and encouraged him to continue his studies.
Witold Rybczynski, One Good Turn: How Machine-Made Screws Brought the World Together 129

After building his own house, the author concludes that "threaded screws changed the world."

6 Transitions

Lisa Brown, Why I Want to Have a Family 137

A student writer argues that "it is ridiculous for women to abandon all maternal desire because it might jeopardize personal success."

Steve Brody, How I Got Smart 142

A high school crush led this writer to become addicted to learning.

Russell Baker, Becoming a Writer 149

A favorite American author remembers his joy at the discovery that his "words had the power to make people laugh."

7 Effective Sentences

Annie Dillard, Hitting Pay Dirt 160

The fascination of life as seen through a microscope ignites a naturalist’s lifelong curiosity.

Langston Hughes, Salvation 165

A famous poet remembers a church revival meeting at which he pretended to be "saved from sin."

Caroline Hwang, The Good Daughter 170

When the author mispronounces her own name in Korean, she questions her national—and personal—identities.

Martin Gansberg, 38 Who Saw Murder Didn’t Call Police 175

A notorious case of urban apathy causes us to reflect on our responsibilities to one another.

part two The Language of the Essay

8 Diction and Tone

David Raymond, On Being 17, Bright, and Unable to Read 189

A dyslexic high school student describes the problem he lives with.
Luis J. Rodriguez, La Vida Loca (The Crazy Life): Two Generations of Gang Members  194
   A former gang member confronts his past when his son runs away to join a gang.

Audre Lorde, The Fourth of July  201
   A family trip to Washington, D.C., teaches a young girl about racism.

Pat Mora, The Dance within My Heart  207
   Why go to museums? This writer tells us what museums do for her.

9  Figurative Language  212

Robert Ramirez, The Barrio  214
   A Hispanic writer paints a vivid and sensuous picture of the district called the barrio.

George Orwell, A Hanging  220
   A novelist and essayist produces one of the classic arguments on the value of human life.

N. Scott Momaday, The Flight of the Eagles  227
   Momaday's rich concoction of language evokes the acrobatic plunges and tumbles of mating eagles.

part three  Types of Essays

10  Illustration  233

Barbara Huttmann, A Crime of Compassion  237
   A nurse pleads for new legislation that would permit terminally ill patients to choose death with dignity.

Natalie Goldberg, Be Specific  243
   The challenge and joy of writing, says this verbal guru, are in the details.

Richard Lederer, The Case for Short Words  247
   "Big words can make the way dark for those who read what you write and hear what you say. Small words cast their clear light on big things—night and day, love and hate, war and peace, and life and death."
Robert L. Heilbroner, Don’t Let Stereotypes Warp Your Judgments 253
“Explore most prejudices . . . and you will find a cruel stereotype at the core of each one.”

II Narration 259
Dick Gregory, Shame 262
The civil-rights advocate recalls a painful childhood incident.
Roger Hoffmann, The Dare 268
A seventh-grader accepts a dare to dive under a moving freight train.
Maya Angelou, Momma, the Dentist, and Me 273
A toothache leads to a confrontation with prejudice.
Kate Chopin, The Story of an Hour 282
A skillful short-story writer captures the truth of a marriage in the events of an hour.

12 Description 287
Gilbert Highet, Subway Station 289
“Standing in a subway station, I began to appreciate the place—almost to enjoy it.”
James Tuite, The Sounds of the City 292
“In the big city, sounds are life.”
Carl T. Rowan, Unforgettable Miss Bessie 296
A newspaper columnist remembers an influential teacher in the segregated South.
Marianne Wiggins, Grocer’s Daughter 302
A writer describes her father and what he meant to her.

13 Process Analysis 308
Garrison Keillor, How to Write a Personal Letter 311
A folksy teller of homespun tales offers do’s and don’t’s on the art of letter writing.
Sue Hubbell, The Beekeeper 316
A bee farmer vaccinates her employee in a ritual of repeated stingings.

Diane Ackerman, Why Leaves Turn Color in the Fall 320
A naturalist reveals the mechanics of autumn foliage as she contemplates its beauty.

Lars Eighner, On Dumpster Diving 326
A formerly homeless man reveals the finer points of scavenging and the lessons that can be learned along the way.

14 Definition 331
Sydney J. Harris, A Jerk 334
"A jerk . . . is utterly unable to see himself as he appears to others."

Ellen Goodman, The Company Man 337
A newspaper columnist denounces the workaholic lifestyle with a disturbing example.

A female athlete and writer concludes that "sports are not about domination and defeat but caring and cooperation."

15 Division and Classification 346
Martin Luther King Jr., The Ways of Meeting Oppression 350
The civil-rights leader makes a classic case for nonviolent resistance.

Sarah Federman, The Three Faces of Stress 355
A writer categorizes types of daily stress and considers their effects on her friends.

Judith Viorst, Friends, Good Friends—and Such Good Friends 362
A magazine writer considers the varieties of friendship.

Russell Baker, The Plot against People 369
"The goal of all inanimate objects is to resist man and ultimately to defeat him. . . ."
16 Comparison and Contrast

Mark Twain, Two Ways of Seeing a River 377
Twain makes his classic observation that sometimes knowledge can be blinding.

Deborah Dalfonso, Grammy Rewards 381
A mother explores the gifts her daughter receives from her two grandmothers.

Patricia Raybon, A Case of “Severe Bias” 384
“The media are guilty of a severe bias and the problem screams out for correction,” writes an African American journalist.

K. Connie Kang, A Battle of Cultures 389
Conflict between Korean and African Americans in New York yields insights into race relations.

17 Cause and Effect

John Brooks, The Effects of the Telephone 397
“What has the telephone done to us, or for us, in the hundred years of its existence?”

Diana Bletter, I Refuse to Live in Fear 401
“If we voluntarily restrict our movements and our lives, terrorists have vanquished us,” writes an American living in Israel.

Stephen King, Why We Crave Horror Movies 406
The king of the macabre explains the appeal of horror movies and why he thinks “we’re all mentally ill.”

Lois Duncan, How Not to Lose Friends over Money 412
A popular writer offers some practical advice about what to do when money threatens to come between friends.

18 Argument

Laura Rowley, As They Say, Drugs Kill 427
A college student witnesses a fatal overdose and shares a tragic lesson.

Brian Jarvis, Against the Great Divide 433
This high school student believes that schools should teach black and white teens how to be friends.
Joanmarie Kalter, Exposing Media Myths: TV Doesn’t Affect You as Much as You Think 438

Myths about television news and its impact on the American public are exposed.

The Merits of Failure

Mary Sherry, In Praise of the F Word 445

An educator argues that schools should consider using the “trump card of failure” to motivate students.

William Zinsser, The Right to Fail 450

“Failure isn’t fatal. Countless people have had a bout with it and come out stronger as a result.”

Examining the Death Penalty

Sherwin B. Nuland, Cruel and Unusual 456

A doctor argues that the electric chair is barbaric and ethically indefensible.

Jim Dwyer, Peter Neufeld, and Barry Scheck, When Justice Lets Us Down 461

A journalist and two defense lawyers examine the startling consequences of DNA testing.

Is There Equity in Cyberspace?

Frederick L. McKissack, Cyberghetto: Blacks Are Falling through the Net 466

A writer contends that a “digital divide” perpetuates racial unfairness in America.

Gary T. Dempsey, The Myth of an Emerging Information Underclass 473

A policy analyst argues against technology subsidies for people without Internet access.
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